1979). The differentiation of these two strains that is detected by DNA-DNA hybridization is indicated in figure 1A . The BOG populations are polymorphic for TL and Santa Cruz (SC), and the particular strain we used was homozygous TL. PER is derived from the ST phylad and in fact shares the ST arrangement with pseudoobscuru. The strain of PER used by Goddard et al. ( 1990) was polymorphic for Klamath (KL) and Whitney ( WT), one and two inversion "steps" from ST. Aquadro et al. ( 199 1) recently presented a molecular phylogeny of these same taxa that is based on RFLP data for a third-chromosome 26-kb segment in and around the amylase (AMY) loci. The important aspect of this region is that it lies within the breakpoints of most naturally occurring inversions in the species. Thus, if it is assumed that the inversions effectively protect genes from recombination within the breakpoints and that inversions are monophyletic, then the phylogeny of the DNA segments within inversions should be the same as the inversions themselves. A partial UPGMA tree of the results of Aquadro et al. appears in figure 1B . Multiple representatives of most of the gene arrangements were studied, and the results indicated that the two assumptions just stated hold surprisingly well. The deduced AMY-region phylogeny precisely reflects the chromosome phylogeny based on overlapping inversions (Dobzhansky 1944; Olvera et al. 1979) . PER, as expected, is derived from the ST phylad. The BOG strain studied was homozygous TL and thus clustered with other TL; the Bogota populations are polymorphic for TL and SC, and the dotted line in figure 1B is a prediction that, when a strain of BOG with SC is studied, it will cluster with the SC chromosomes from PS.
The contrasts of the trees in figure IA and B are instructive. If the tree in figure 1 A were the only tree, then everything would be "normal," and the expected monophyly of the taxa would be confirmed in the predicted manner. The tree can be thought to represent accurately the history of the taxa. On the other hand, the tree in figure 1B indicates much more complexity among the taxa. PS would be considered a paraphyletic taxon, and BOG would be polyphyletic (if the prediction of SC is borne out). As far as known, both sets of data used to construct the two trees are accurate, and thus the apparent discrepancies cannot be attributed to technical concerns. Neither tree is "correct" or "wrong" but merely reflects different aspects of the history of the same taxa when different data are used. Figure 1A is correct in indicating the species or population tree: the ancestral lineage first split by giving rise to MIR and the ancestral PS/BOG/PER lineage, with PER separating next and, last, BOG and PS splitting. On the other hand, PER was derived from a subset of the PER/PS/BOG lineage that contained only ST after the lineage had evolved the inversion polymorphism. Thus, with respect to the AMY region (or, presumably, for any other gene or region which follows the inversion phylogeny), the "gene tree" derived will be paraphyletic. If one assumes the prediction about SC in BOG populations, this phylogeny also contains an example of polyphyly.
When the types of data used to derive the two different trees in figure 1 are considered, other interesting implications become apparent. Recall that DNA-DNA hybridization measures the overall average divergence between taxa of the total scDNA. Excess copies of repetitive DNA are removed, but this leaves -70% of the Drosophila genome. Probably < 10% of the genome is needed to code for the amino sequences of proteins. Thus scDNA represents virtually all coding DNA, but the majority of DNA is noncoding. Although,. because of either stochastic reasons or problems such as ancestral polymorphisms, the genetic divergence of any single gene or gene region may not accurately reflect the species phylogeny (e.g., see Pamilo and Nei 19SS) , it is almost certain that averaging over virtually the whole genome, will result in the correct species tree. The third chromosome in these species represents -20% of the total genome. When the complexity in figure 1B is considered, much (although probably not all) of the DNA in this chromosome will yield the wrong species tree, because of the age of the inversion polymorphism predating the species split. The tree in figure  1A indicates relative average genetic (DNA) homogeneity of PS as a species; the average total scDNA difference between strains with very different third chromosomes is much less than any between-taxa difference. Presumably this is due to the homogeneity of the ~80% of the genome not subject to control by the inversion polymorphism. This implies that migration among populations of PS maintains their genetic homogeneity fairly effectively. However, for genes protected in inversion polymorphisms, the migration is less effective, as an additional step-i.e., recombination-is required for effective "migration." The incorporation of migrants into the gene pool of freely recombining regions must be great enough to overcome the protected portion of the genome.
In addition to protection from gene exchange due to migration, the selective maintenance of the third-chromosome inversion polymorphism also may affect the phylogenetic patterns deduced. Compared with neutral polymorphisms, polymorphisms maintained by selection probably have a longer persistence in lineages. The longer a polymorphism persists, the greater the chance it will predate a speciation event. Most DNA polymorphisms not protected by some mechanism such as inversions probably display dynamics closely approximating neutrality, with a constant, predicted rate of elimination. Most of the genome in these Drosophila species presumably evolves in such a mode that ancient polymorphisms are not common; the elimination by drift is rapid enough to make it unlikely that they will persist long enough to predate a speciation event.
The data from RFLP analysis around the alcohol dehydrogenase ( ADH) region of these species (Schaeffer et al. 1987 ) is somewhat more difficult to understand in relation to the two phylogenies in figure 1. The single ADH allele from PER studied by Schaeffer et al. clustered within the variation of PS, somewhat similar to the situation of AMY. However, ADH in these species is on the fourth chromosome, which is not polymorphic for inversions. One would have predicted that the ADH region would be involved in the genetic homogeneity of PS. The ADH region in these species is more variable and divergent among lines than is the AMY region. For example, MIR is -4% divergent around ADH, compared with ~2% around AMY (fig. 1B ). The average difference over scDNA is 1.5%-2.5% (depending on which conversion of AT,,, to % basepair mismatch is used; e.g., see Caccone et al. 1987) . Thus the AMY region is about as diverged as the average over the whole single-copy genome. The ADH region may be exceptional, perhaps being subject to unusually strong selective pressure (compared with total scDNA) .
Finally, I feel obliged to note the effect that the complexity of phylogenies implied in figure 1 has on the interpretation of data gathered on mtDNA in these species 10 years ago (Powell 1983) . At the time, my naive view of phylogenies led me, in order to account for the patterns observed (namely, that PER mtDNAs are identical to PS in areas of sympatry, whereas where only PS is found its mtDNA is considerably diverged) to interpret the data as indicating mtDNA flow between species. Clearly, an alternative explanation, brought to my attention by a number of colleagues, is that the ancestral polymorphism/ sorting process has led to paraphyly for this genetic marker. No clear choice of explanations is apparent for the mtDNA data.
